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"Assault" is the fifth book in the SODIUM series. The world struggles to recover from the devistation

caused by the Moon&apos;s gravity. The Human Empire pushes to defeat their enemies. The threat

of the Frekkin Empire must be abolished. Will Man be ready for that which comes? Find out as the

exciting SODIUM series continues!Also available from this author:SODIUM SeriesA six-book series

that takes Man from his first encounter with aliens all the way to a fight for our all-out survival. Do we

have what it takes to rule the galaxy?AMP SeriesCast a thousand years into the future beyond

SODIUM. This eight-book series chronicles the struggles of Don Grange, a simple package

deliveryman, who is thrust into an unimaginable role in the fight against our enemies. Can we win

peace and freedom after a thousand years of war?OMEGA SeriesCast a thousand years into the

future beyond AMP. The Alliance is crumbling. When corruption and politics threaten to throw the

allied galaxies into chaos, Knog Beutcher gets caught in the middle. Follow along as our hero is

thrust into roles that he never expected or sought. Espionage, intrigue, political assassinations,

rebellions and full-on revolutions, they are all coming to Knog Beutcher&apos;s world!HADRON

SeriesHADRON is a modern day story unrelated to the SODIUM-AMP-OMEGA trilogy series. After

scientists using the Large Hadron Collider discover dark matter, the world is plunged into chaos.

Massive waves of electromagnetic interference take out all grid power and forms of communication

the world over. Cities go dark, food and water supplies are quickly used up, and marauders rule the

highways. One group of citizens takes a stand. Can they make a difference? And the devastating

EM waves, where are they coming from? After months of starvation, a benevolent species arrive in

their spaceships to rescue the Human race. Only, are they really so benevolent?ARMS

SeriesARMS is set in the future after Earth was nearing an apocalyptic event. Two competing

colony ships were built, taking five million inhabitants each through a wormhole to a pair of newly

discovered planets. The planets were settled and not long after the colonies looked to the

surrounding star systems for ownership and expansion, which led to a centuries long war between

them. A truce was declared after the aggressor side began to lose ground.Tawnish Freely and

Harris Gruberg are genetically engineered Biomarines. Their lives have been dedicated to fighting

the war. They find themselves struggling to find work among a population that fears them. Work is

found only by delving into the delivery of illegal arms to the outer colonies. Things go awry when

they discover their illicit dealings may just be the catalyst that brings back the Great War. They are

determined to prevent that from happening.
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In my last review of Book 4 I commented on how fast paced it was. Just as the number of times

faster than the Speed of Light our technologies advance, so has the action of this latest book in the

Sodium series. It's a little fantastic that a "farm-girl" could become an Ace Space Fighter Pilot,

become captured by the Alien Mega-ship (over forty kilometers in length), learn the Alien language

from one of her captors over her ten year captivity, escape, take command of the ship, return to

earth, become Supreme Commander, advance into space and win Battles over seemingly superior

technologies and vastly outnumbered by the enemy who then willingly join the expanding "Human

Empire" of numerous former enemy Planets and Solar Systems and then be capture by another

superior Alien Species...BUT, that's the American Way. That may seem like a lot for one lifetime but

it must be remembered that once when on an extra-vehicular space walk attempting to repair the

damaged shields on her Stealth Space Fighter Ship traveling almost one thousand times the Speed

of Light and through an unknown from of a Plasma Cloud her DNA is elongated resulting in a return

to a youthful body, a vastly enhanced IQ, enhanced reaction times, and a life expectancy that is

probably doubled. What will happen next? Will our heroine escape captivity again? Can she ever



hope to compete with this superior Alien Species that look like Chihuahua dogs? I can't wait.

Review by "THE HOLEY ONE"

The universe has proven to be so dangerous that humans and their allies must continue to attack or

be annihilated. Just as in SODIUM:4, this volume ends with the main character, by now the

Supreme Leader of the Human Empire, a captive of enemy aliens. Aliens who do not now seem so

scary and evil in comparison to THEIR enemy. I can imagine little more frightening to a civilization

than to discover that their powerful and dread enemy who have almost destroyed them, are

themselves fleeing an even more powerful and evil enemy. Technology must continue to race

ahead to find ways to combat increasingly powerful and mysterious enemies. Apparently SODIUM:6

will continue with the same main character.

You have to read these books in order: Sodium Series, AMP Series, then Omega last. If he had

kept on I went have stayed on the ride until it ended. Wow this was so flippin awesome! Humans

can kick some bleep when aliens decide we don't deserve to live. Oh ya? A six-book series that

takes Man from his first encounter with aliens all the way to a fight for our all-out survival. Do we

have what it takes to rule the galaxy?

The same protagonist continues the highly entertaining story in SODIUM. I don't agree with all of the

science and engineering, but since I'm a EE P.E. in Power, I can be kinda picky. As a story, I

enjoyed reading it. It's Stephen Arseneault's first series so a little rough, yet it's still unique and

exciting.

The plot turns, nay "teleports" 3 parsecs south of the expected course. I was blindsided by the new

direction, and the speed of events. So many surprising changes in this book: scale, pace, and

plot-wise, that I can only assume the author decided to shake things up. There's a feeling of

discontinuity between this one and the earlier books. Maybe things happened a bit too fast.

Ironically, the one time he keeps the same protagonist, he accelerates events so much and in so

many different directions that I feel it would have been a good spot for a time skip and his usual

protagonist change. This was a wild ride, but where I felt more involved before, I now feel more

detached again. We have little in common with this new hardened humanity. Good read.

Lots of action, lots of time spent as prisoner in alien ships. Good reads so far.Curious future for



humanity. 1 more to go.

I like Stephen's writing. Its action where the good guys always win in the end. Its light reading that's

fun and keeps you interested.

I like the interaction of characters and the possibility of the worlds traveled.
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